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CAMUSAT SIGNS A MAJOR CONTRACT IN MALI FOR THE
DEPLOYMENT OF A NATIONAL DIGITAL TERRESTRIAL
TELEVISION (DTT) NETWORK
On December 20th, 2018, CAMUSAT, alongside PHENIXYA-THOMSON BROADCAST, has signed a
major contract with the government of Mali for the deployment of a nationwide Digital
Terrestrial Television (DTT) turnkey network roll out.
This assignment will include the supply, installation and commissioning of 51 broadcasting
sites as well as an earth station. This significant development project will provide a reliable and
high-quality audiovisual system to the Malian population.
The Camusat Group is strengthening two of its five business lines during this crucial time
where broadcasting and DTT are booming on the African continent.
The Camusat Group has already mobilized teams and resources for this endeavor through its
historical Malian subsidiary.

Following a signed protocol
agreement June
2018, negotiations and
clarifications, Thomson
Broadcast, alongside partner
Camusat, formalizes its
commitment with the Malian
government through a signed
contract for the deployment
of a nationwide, end-to-end
Digital Terrestrial Television
(DTT) turnkey roll out.
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About Camusat Group:
Camusat Group is a key player in telecom network roll out. Our expert teams can design, build,
power and manage telecom infrastructures anywhere in the world.
Camusat Group is one of the market leaders in the implementation of telecom infrastructures
and one of the most experienced network developers of fixed and mobile networks. Our
know-how supports the telecommunications actors to efficiently build and optimize their
networks development by integrating the latest telecom technologies through our operational
company Camusat, all the while offering telecom infrastructures outsourcing solutions through
our dedicated investment vehicle Aktivco.
Our expertise is supported by an R&D Department regularly developing innovative solutions. A
flawless execution and quality services combined with project management rigor and
flexibility: all these factors set us apart and are the keys to our success. Diversity, motivating
incentive plans, a strong team spirit, constant professional training, international efficiency
and mobility are our assets to achieve our client’s high requirements.
Camusat’s headquarters are located in Paris, France. Nearly half of Camusat Group's 2,900
employees work on the African continent. The company operates on five continents, across 35
countries.
Camusat Group at a glance:
•
•
•
•

Footprint on 5 continents
2,900 direct employees counting 57 nationalities
160m€ turnover in 2017
Supported by a European Investment Funds:
(https://www.equistonepe.fr/home)
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About Thomson Broadcast:
A leading historical player with over 60 years of proven experience across 5 continents,
Thomson Broadcast's core business is the design and manufacture of broadcast equipment.
With the deployment of digital television and radio networks around the world, Thomson
Broadcast offers its customers the best solutions and technology tailoring to the operators
needs and expectations.
An active contributor to European digital development programs, Thomson Broadcast is
deeply involved in the DVB, ATSC and DRM groups of which he is a member. Winner of several
Emmy® Awards and innovator of more than 50 patents for technologies that have become
fundamental to radio broadcasting, Thomson Broadcast is known as the leader of innovation in
high-level technology.
For further information:
Website: https://www.camusat.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/camusat/
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/camusat/
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCN3k0EyqTVU8QggtBzO5UfQ
Contact : Sarah PANDIA – spandia@camusat.com
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